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Throttle Trip Valves 
3” - 24” to 2500# Class 
 
Non-Return Valves 
4” - 30” to 1500# Class 
 
• ASME Section VIII 
• ANSI B16.34 & B16.5 
• API Standards 
• NEMA SM23/24 

Through Sigma’s NUPIC audited dedication facility, Sigma performs required tests 
and inspections to ensure all critical characteristics are verified prior to shipment.

www.s-k.com

Safety Related: 
Under a cooperative business agreement with Sigma, Inc.,  
Schutte & Koerting has reaffirmed our commitment to providing both 
commercial grade and safety related products to the nuclear industry.
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Sourcing
Sourcing is the day in, day out procure-

ment of parts performed by supply chain 
with support from procurement engi-
neering and anyone else in the plant that 
creates or initiates the requisition process 
for materials. Instilling a questioning at-
titude, preferably with all the engineering 
disciplines, project groups, maintenance, 
outage management, and the PHC, is 
where the question is asked, “What are my 
options to fix or replace this system, com-
ponent, or part?” The next question that 
needs to be asked during preliminary dis-
cussions is: “What is it that’s broken or not 
working as expected?” A questioning atti-
tude by the PHC should lead to a discus-
sion whereby users are able to drill down 
and determine that a new system may not 
be needed if a replacement for a part or 
component could be acquired to maintain 
the system for many years to come. 

At the end of the day, all that suppli-
ers want is a chance to bid. For the buyer, 
however, that could mean an extra step 
and could slow down the process, but USA 
has documented multiple success stories 
when that is done well. 

Sourcing success examples
Paragon was asked to provide five tran-

sponder circuit boards. It was discovered 
that there would be an extremely long 

lead-time, and thus they would not be 
available from the OEM. Paragon was 
able to locate and provide the like-for-like 
replacement boards without the need to 
expedite or pursue a work-around or ex-
pensive temporary modification. Addi-
tional savings were obtained as internal 
work hours by plant personnel were not 
required, and Paragon was able to locate 
them from existing Paragon partners. 
(Savings, $26,599.) 

Because Paragon had previously dedi-
cated these parts, it was able to provide 40 
Teflon rings and 55 OEM seat ring discs. 
(Savings, $81,683.)

Utilizing the PeAks database, Paragon 
was able to locate not only a spare that 
would help support a plant’s outage, but 
also provided instant inventory reduction, 
as it was identified as over maximum at 
another USA plant. As a result, the plant 
was able to release the surplus valve and 
reduce inventory. (Savings, $48,762.)

A USA plant approached Paragon due to 
an obsolescence issue with a power supply. 
Paragon reviewed the existing component 
and was able to reverse engineer the com-
ponent. Paragon provided a quote to the 
plant, and after review, it was determined 
that the plant has not only a large installed 
base but has averaged a usage of 15 com-
ponents per year. Given that an alternative 
design would require a costly modification 

and most likely a configuration change, 
Paragon was able to provide the negotiat-
ed quantity at a significant discount. This 
component is used at most USA stations, 
and those stations will be able to benefit 
from this reverse engineering and the fu-
ture savings that will be documented per 
station at that time. (Savings, $329,280.)

The USA plant/buyer made the decision 
to bid an alternative source for five 353 
controllers and found the Paragon bid to 
be significantly lower. (Savings, $480,000.)

The plant was faced with the challenge 
of replacing obsolete voltage regulators. 
Paragon was contacted to provide a like-
for-like replacement. Paragon determined 
that the voltage regulator could be reverse 
engineered. A digital equivalent upgrade, 
including engineering and other modifi-
cation costs, would have cost significantly 
more than the Paragon replacement. (Sav-
ings, $898,000.) 

The takeaway
There is not a one-size-fits-all materi-

al cost reduction plan. A company’s plan 
must be tailored to its specific needs. In-
ventory optimization, reverse engineer-
ing, and other sourcing savings add up 
quickly if the culture drives the entire 
organization to ask the question, “Is there 
an alternative solution that could save the 
company money?” NN
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